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Fly with us to the land of happiness
BHUTAN AIRLINES

Discover the joy of Inflight Duty Free shopping with Bhutan Airlines’ Sky 
Shopping service. We take pleasure in offering you an array of Duty Free 
products from world renowned luxury brands to choose from and buy 
onboard your flight. Please feel free to shop in the sky and enjoy!

Our Sky Shop selection includes Fragrances, Cosmetics, Skin Care, 
Jewellery, Watches, Accessories & Liquor for all occasions, be it a lovely gift 
for someone special or something special for yourself.

Thank you for flying Bhutan Airlines, and happy Sky Shopping.

Enjoy Your Flight! 

Welcome to Our 

Sky Shopping 

Payment Terms 

Payment is only by cash in USD, INR, THB, BTN. No coins will be 
accepted. Exchange rates are as per the country's latest updated bank 
rates.
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FRAGRANCES FOR HER

DUTY FREE 3

1 | CHLOÉ
Signature EDP 75ml

A sublime rose fragrance. At the heart of the Eau de Parfum, the Chloé rose: dazzling and delicate. A velvety bouquet interlacing floral notes 
of magnolia and honeyed accents of amber. The luxurious pleated glass bottle is crowned with a silver plate and enlaced with the iconic beige 
ribbon. A new addictive way to wear Chloé. Feminine. Natural. Chic.

US$ 97

FRAGRANCES FOR HER

2 | CHLOÉ 
Nomade EDP Spray 75ml

Embrace a spirit of adventurous femininity uplifted by distant horizons and inspiring encounters: Chloé Nomade Eau de Parfum is a woody 
fragrance with fresh, floral notes.

US$ 97
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FRAGRANCES FOR HER

3 | CHLOÉ 
Love Story EDP Spray 75ml

A floral love story, the Maison’s fresh and sensual Eau de Parfum opens the heart with stephanotis jasmine — the flower of happiness — 
and seduces with luminous orange blossom notes.

US$ 97

4 | PACO RABANNE
Lady Million EDP 80ml

Lady MILLION. Diamond-bright because decadence is thrilling. A trail of white flowers awakens the skin with fresh notes and exudes an 
intimate woody warmth.

US$ 116
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FRAGRANCES FOR HER

5 | PRADA 
Candy Gloss Edt 50ml

Prada Candy Gloss is a new expression of the Prada woman, where femininity is excessive yet tender, and where indulgence is always 
sophisticated. Juicy, sparkling and intensely joyful: Prada Candy Gloss is a sensual sorbet, sweet as acid cherry and solar as the orange 
blossom. A fruity bouquet with hints of rose and musk.

US$ 92

6 | CLINIQUE 
Happy 100ml

Surround yourself in the cheery vibrance of a sun-touched orchard when you wear this Happy eau de parfum spray for women.

US$ 39
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FRAGRANCES FOR HER

DUTY FREE 7

7 | CAROLINA HERRERA
New York Good Girl EDP 80ml

A weapon of seduction for the woman who wears it. Reveal your good side through the luminous facet of tuberose and the best 
quality Sambac Jasmine. Dare your bad side through addictive notes of roasted Tonka beans and Cocoa.

US$ 114

FRAGRANCES FOR HER
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FRAGRANCES FOR HER

9 | SALVATORE  FERRAGAMO 
Feminine Travel Miniature Kit 5 x 5ml

An elegant collection of the best fragrances from Salvatore Ferragamo - Signorina EdP, Signorina Eleganza EDP, New Signorina Misteriosa 
EDP and Emozione EDP.  Perfect as a special edition offer or multiple small gifts.  A travel retail exclusive.

US$ 53

8 | SALVATORE FERRAGAMO
Signorina EDT 50ml

A fragrance to celebrate a girls’s most joyful and vivacious moments. Exceptionally fresh with sensations of rose and rice steam coloured 
with feminine floral and fruity tones on a milky woody dry-down.

US$ 84  



FRAGRANCES FOR HER

12 | BURBERRY  
Classic Women Miniature TR Set

This elegant Burberry Fragrances set contains four feminine min-
iatures of the most emblematic perfumes of the brand: Burberry 
London EDP 5ml, Burberry Body EDP 4.5ml, Brit Rhythm Floral EDT 
5ml and Brit EDP 5ml.

US$ 49

FRAGRANCES FOR HER

DUTY FREE 9

10 | DOLCE & GABBANA
Miniature Set

This set contains: 4.5ml Light Blue EDT,  4.5ml Light Blue Intense,

5ml Dolce EDP, 5ml The One EDP, 7.5ml The One EDT.

US$ 64

11 | LANCÔME 
The Best Of Lancôme Fragrances

Inspired by the silhouette of the historical 
La Maison Lancôme, the very essence of 
Paris is captured in The Best of Lancôme 
Fragrances. An ideal gift for all, featuring 
a collection of Lancôme signature fra-
grances: Miracle, Trésor, Hypnôse, Trésor 
in Love & La Vie Est Belle.

US$ 57
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FRAGRANCES FOR HIM

13 | BOSS 
Bottled Infinite 2020 EDP 50ml x 2

Boss is Hugo Boss' Core brand and stands for contemporary, modern elegance that satisfies the most sophisticated tastes and enhances 
the wearer's personality.

US$ 98

14 | JEAN PAUL GAUTIER
Le Mâle EDT 75ml

Jean Paul Gaultier pays tribute to a symbolic figure who 
has long been a source of inspiration for him: the sailor. 
Le Mâle, as virile as it is sexy, is a fragrance which offers 
a nonconformist view of masculinity… a reassuring 
fragrance with an extremely modern trail. Lavender, 
evoking the familiar, comforting scent of shaving soap, is 
enhanced by the sensuality of vanilla.

US$ 67
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FRAGRANCES FOR HIM

16 | CK 
One EDT 100ml x 2

CK one is a naturally clean, pure, and contemporary fragrance with a refreshingly new point of view. This light, relaxed scent is meant to be 
used lavishly. ck one Eau de Toilette can literally be splashed all over the body. It is an intimate fragrance, one that you need to be near to 
smell.

US$ 57

15 | GIORGIO ARMANI
Acqua Di Giò Pour Homme EDT 50ml Spray

Born from water, air and the sun, Acqua Di Giò Pour Homme is a fragrance that bears the olfactory desire of today’s men: Freshness,
Transparency and Lightness. It is the story of a strong, free, elegant and mysterious man.

US$ 77
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FRAGRANCES FOR HIM

17 | BURBERRY
Brit Men Miniature Set 5ml x 4

This elegant Burberry Fragrances set contains four masculine 
miniatures of the most emblematic perfumes of the brand: brit, 
brit Rhythm Men and Brit Rhythm Men Intense and Brit Splash.

US$ 49

19. CLINIQUE HAPPY
For Men 100ml

Cool. Crisp. A hit of citrus. A refreshing scent for men. 
Wear it and be happy. Allergy Tested.

US$ 39

18 | PACO RABANNE
1 Million EDT 100ml

1 MILLION. The scent of success. Going for gold because decadence 
is thrilling. Not-so-gentle man. An intoxicating, powerful blend that 
starts out fresh and moves onto a spicy leather accord. An arresting 
alchemy of full-on seduction.

US$ 97
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FRAGRANCES FOR HIM

20 | RALPH LAUREN  
POLO Blue EDT 125ml

With Polo Blue, Ralph Lauren bottled the freedom of the blue sky, the energy of the open waters and an invigorating blast of fresh air. The 
scent is an exhilarating blend of melon, basil verbena and white suede, for the champion who lives life to the fullest.

US$ 77

21 | RALPH LAUREN  
World of POLO Collection EDT 15ml x 4

Experience the Classic POLO or the Fresh Masculinity of POLO BLUE, enjoy the POLO BLACK sophisticated fragrance or the newest POLO 
RED spicy blend. It is a unique opportunity to discover the Ralph Lauren masculine fragrance collection or to offer it to your beloved ones! It 
is also a light and convenient size for traveling.

US$ 60
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BEAUTY CULTURE

22 | CLINIQUE 
Moisture Basics Dramatically Different Moisturizing Gel 
125ml X 2

Travel Exclusive: Discover the oil-free moisture “drink” developed by 
Clinique’s dermatologists to maintain optimal moisture balance for 
skins comfortable in the cheeks but oily in the T-Zone or oily all over. 
Dramatically Different Moisturizing Gel works to soften, smooth, 
improve the condition and texture of your skin. Here, two convenient 
pump-dispensing bottles. Allergy Tested. 100% Fragrance Free.

US$ 60

23 | SPA TREATMENT 
HAS Stretch iSheet 

Deep moisturizing facial sheet mask for eye wrinkles and smile lines~This facial sheet mask soaked in 110ml serum can be used daily. One 
box contains 30 sheets so you can apply it on your skin everyday as a special treatment. Ingredients: Syn-Ake (a small synthetic peptide that 
helps reduce the appearance of wrinkles and laughter lines) improves skin elasticity. HAS (Human Adipose-derived Stem cell) benefits in  the 
regeneration of tissues and penetrates into every corner of the skin layer to bring back your smooth skin. 6 kinds of collagens and 5 kinds of 
hyaluronic acids help to create perfect skin hydration and barrier.

US$ 65
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24 | VELD’S 
Eye Magic Anti-Wrinkle 15ml

Firming – smoothing – refreshing. 
Eye Magic Anti-wrinkle is Veld’s first 
anti-wrinkle eye-contour care in a 
brush that allows treatment of the 
upper eyelids and wrinkles between 
the eyebrows, as well as crow’s feet, 
fine wrinkles and sagging eyelids.

US$ 67

EYE MAGIC
EYE CONTOUR BRUSH, ANTI-WRINKLE, SMOOTHING

EYE MAGIC
EYE CONTOUR BRUSH, ANTI-WRINKLE, SMOOTHING

第一款帶有刷頭的全方位抗皺眼霜第一款帶有刷頭的全方位抗皺眼霜

主要解決眼部以下問題：

 眼部下垂

 魚尾紋

 上下眼瞼的細紋

   眉頭紋和表情紋

25 | VELD’S 
Eye Magic Anti Dark Circle 6.5ml

A concealer that reduces dark circles 
and puffiness. A single formula us-
ing the most potent ingredients to 
diminish bags, and uses some of the 
best technology to illuminate your 
complexion.

US$ 54
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BEAUTY CULTURE

27 | LANEIGE
Perfect Renew Youth Eye Cream 20ml

Intensive moisturizing eye cream with anti-wrinkle and anti-aging effects that energizes the skin around the eyes with Glyco MiracleTM 
technology to boost firmness and vitality.

US$ 54

26 | LANEIGE
Perfect Renew Youth Regenerator 40ml

Total anti-aging essence that reduces five signs of early skin aging.

US$ 62 
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DUTY FREE 17

29 | GROUNDED 
Activated Charcoal Teeth Whitening Powder 50g

Get the Hollywood smile you have always been searching for with our New 100% Natural Activated Charcoal Teeth Whitening Powder. Simple 
wet your tooth brush and dip in my tropical whitening powder, the Activated Charcoal with calcium, will instantly start to remove plaque, 
stains such as; red wine, coffee, food or tobacco, polish teeth & freshen breath. No added colours, preservatives, artificial flavours or fluoride. 
100% Natural, safe on enamel, Made in the UK.

US$ 14

28 | LIP SMACKER 
Coca-Cola Airmail Tin

The authentic taste of your favourite beverage flavours in lip balms that are as good for your lips as they taste. Fun and collectable tin 
box includes six Lip Smackers; Coca-Cola Classic, Coca-Cola Vanilla, Coca-Cola Cherry, Sprite, Fanta Orange and Fanta Strawberry. Travel 
refreshed with free sleeping mask that is included in the box. The perfect gift for all those who loves lip balms.

US$ 18
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VICTORIA’S SECRET

FANTASIES
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BEAUTY CULTURE

31 | NURSERY 
Cleansing Gel Set 50ml x 3

These are Nursery series of amazing natural makeup 
remover gel which were born in Japanese beauty Salon. The color 
and the aroma are made from a natural botanical ingredient. It is just 
like a fruit jelly which effectively removes makeup, even waterproof 
mascara in one step. This set consists of 3 types our variety --- Yuzu, 
Lemon&Lime and Sakura, you can use those depending on mood in 
every day. This is the best size for present and travel. Not include any 
artificial colors or fragrance.

US$ 25

32 | NURSERY 
Japanese Moist Face Mask 
Sakura Sheet x 5

This is a moisturizing mask with 3 types of natural 
cherry Blossoms essence. 3 types of hyaluronic 
acid and 3 types of collagen help your skin keep 
hydrated and pomegranate, silk and peach leaves 
keep your skin smooth for woman. We wish the 
beauty of cherry Blossoms could be brought 
to the world. Not include any artificial colors or 
fragrance.

US$ 20

30 | VICTORIA’S SECRET
Fantasies Lotion - Pure Seduction 236ml 

Same fragrance, new better-than-ever formula—this fast-absorbing 
lotion offers 24 hours of rich hydration, nourishing skin with a light 
mix of red plum and freesia.

US$ 18
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34 | KARTEL
Gents Watch

This Gents modern classic by Kartel features a 
contemporary dial with applied hour markers alongside 
an understated Kartel logo. Produced with a genuine 
leather strap, stainless steel case back and high 
precision Japanese movement this watch makes for a 
truly refined, timeless piece of wrist wear..

US$ 99

33 | TITAN
''Classique” Gents Watch

This watch features a slim movement house in a rose gold plated 
case encasing an understated and textured white dial with rose 
gold indexes evokes timeless elegance. A black genuine patterned 
leather strap completes the contemporary yet elegant edge to 
this timepiece.  Water resistant to 3ATM and 2-year International 
Warranty.  Complimented with a reversible TITAN black and brown 
genuine leather belt. (Length: 110cm)

US$ 90

FREE
GIFT
Genuine 

Leather Belt
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TIME PIECES

36 | FIERRO 
Tasha Duo Ladies Watch Set

A unique concept of two watches for the price of one. One 
timepiece has a sun-brushed silver dial, stylishly adorned 
with sparkling crystals set on a magnificent two-tone (silver 
and rose gold) bracelet strap. The other timepiece has a 
unique, oval dial and 60-seconds sub-dial with dazzling 
crystals around its bezel, set on an elegant black leather 
strap. Japanese quartz movements. Water resistant to 3 
ATM/30 m. Packed individually in elegant gift boxes, ready 
to be presented as a special gift for a special person, or as a 
well-deserved treat for yourself.

US$ 99

35 | TOMMY HILFIGER
Gents Watch

Iconic and cool, this sport watch features a durable navy 
thermoplastic case with a navy silicone strap embossed with 
“HILFIGER”, designed for both style and comfort. Dual time 
movement dial is highlighted by a red, white & blue signature 
Tommy Hilfiger flag and logo. Water resistant to 5 ATM / 50 meters.

US$ 109
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TIME PIECES

37 | VICTORIA HYDE
Mermaid Watch

This stunning watch from the Mermaid collection features a unique blue 
mother-of-pearl dial, rose gold-plated case, stainless-steel case back 
& high precision Japanese quartz movement. The stunning premium, 
stainless-steel strap complements the elegant look & feel – perfect gift or 
self-purchase. British Brand.

US$ 99

38 | FERVOR  
Oceanic Rosaline Watch And Jewellery Set

A rose gold plated watch with a Japanese movement 
embellished with sparkling crystals and Swarovski Rosaline 
pearls accompanied by a set of matching earrings and 
an elegant pendant on a 18” chain. A chic matching set 
presented in a made to fit cream croc effect box.

US$ 99
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39 | BEVERLY HILLS POLO CLUB
Ladies And Gents Watch Set

Classic and clean styling with sunray silver 
textured dials, gold plated hands and hour 
indices. The polished stainless steel cases 
are fitted with high quality leather straps.

US$ 95

40 | BEVERLY HILLS POLO CLUB
Ladies Watch 

Stylish ladies BHPC watch. A stainless steel bezel with a unique crystal 
design on the bezel. Mother of pearl dial with silver markings. The dial 
includes the famous BHPC logo. Genuine red leather strap. Comes in a 
compact gift box.

US$ 37
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42 | KOMONO  
Watch Blush

Distinct, diverse, unique. The Mono is all about expressing 
yourself. Choose from an array of spectacular colorways. 
Consisting of a matching translucent silicone strap, PC 
case and colored acrylic glass, the collection is the ultimate 
declaration in monochrome. Japanese Quartz Movement. Case 
Water Resistant 5 ATM. Acrylic Glass. Quick Release Spring 
Bar Wristband. Diameter 38,4mm. Contemporary watches, 
designed in Antwerp (Belgium).

US$ 59

41 | LAMBRETTA
Piccolo 26 Gold Watch with White Dial & Red Leather Strap

Petite and chic fashion accessory with gold plated case and Italian leather straps. 
30m water resistance.

US$ 75
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DUTY FREE 

43 | TRÈS JOLIE
Affinity

An elegant dress watch for ladies with a Mother-of-pearl 
dial and gold plated mesh strap with stainless steel back. 
Perfect for every special occasion

US$ 30

44 | TRÈS JOLIE
Rose Gold Dress Watch

An elegant rose gold plated Swarovski studded ladies dress watch 
with a matching pair of CZ earrings. Features a quartz movement, 
stainless steel back and 1ATM water resistance. batteries included.

US$ 39

FREE
GIFT

Earrings



This watch brought to you by Sekonda features a striking blue and red bezel, 
blue dial with batons and day date window. It is has a durable rubber 

strap and is water resistant to 50m.  

Guaranteed for 2 years.
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46 | SEKONDA 
Gents Watch - Blue Dial With Batons

This Sekonda gents watch features a blue dial with day/date and 
rubber strap.  Water resistant to 50m.

US$ 42

45 | SEKONDA 
Ladies & Gents Dual Gift Set  

This contemporary ladies and gents dual gift set is brought 
to you by Sekonda. The matching watches feature a white 
dial with batons. With black straps completing the look, these 
watches are perfect for every occasion.

US$ 89

47 | SEKONDA 
Gents Watch 

This classic gent’s timepiece is brought to you from Sekonda. 
Features include a black dial with full figures, batons and an 
outer minute track. Complemented by a black strap.

US$ 35
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50 | TEMPTATION
Festival Ladies

This sunny and feminine watch is your official good mood keeper! Gold plated 
bezel and colorful braided strap. Adjustable size. 3 ATM. Don’t resist this 
Temptation!

US$ 29

49 | TEMPTATION 
Ladies Watch + 5 Straps

As different as you feel every day – adjust this Temptation 
Color Sensation watch to the season, your outfit or your 
mood. It comes with 6 mock-leather straps of different colors, 
which allow you 6 different looks - a year-round accessory! It 
convinces by classy Roman silver colored numerals and hands 
set on an elegant black dial. Straps easy to exchange. Length 
adjustable. Case made of Stainless Steel. Splash proof.

US$ 35

48 | BLACK ICETM 

Mens Watch

Lose yourself in your adventure but never lose your handle on 
the time. The Black Ice Watch features a simple and accurate 
way to read  24-hour time highlighted by a large 40mm face. The 
Stainless-Steel case gives this modern time-piece a hardwearing 
finish. Versatile overall styling makes this watch a great 
compliment to any look.

US$ 35
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52 | YAZOLE 
Digital Mens Watch Contemporary

An unique men’s digital watch carefully designed to combine utility 
and elegance.  Large face design dial with 5 pointers and Quartz 
movement. A stainless steel case, earth buckle clasp and faux leather 
strap for durable and comfortable wearing experience.
Water resistant 3ATM.

US$ 30

53 | DUAL TIME WATCH

The stylish Adventure watch is inspired by the hottest trend in watches this 
season - the chronograph style. Rugged stainless steel back plate, quartz 
movement, soft comfort silicon band, large easy to read indexes on a 40mm 
round face. Splash proof. Twelve months warranty. Small circle dials are only for 
style representation and do not function as part of the watch movement

US$ 30

51 | YAZOLE 
Ladies Watch - White Strap With Green Dial

A stylish and versatile women’s watch that’s perfect for day or night.  
Features a quartz 3-pointer movement, an elegant aquamarine dial, rose 
gold shaded bezel, stainless steel back, white vegan-leather strap and 3 
ATM water resistance.

US$ 30

TIME PIECES
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54 | PIERRE CARDIN  
Triple Pendant & Earrings Set

Three pendants plated in silver, gold and rose gold, two pairs matching earrings/pendant. Packaged in three boxes.

US$ 75

55 | TOSCOW
Rose Gold Plated Mother Of Pearl Necklace

Lustrous mother of pearl butterfly is delicately hand crafted and 
set on pastel hued crystals against fashionable rose gold plating. 
Adjustable length: 40-45cm.

US$ 59

SPARKLING COLLECTION
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56 | BUCKLEY LONDON 
Hearts And Kisses Collection

The kiss and the heart are instantly recognisable icons of love and 
friendship that have been translated into this striking bracelet, 
necklace and earrings set. In a choice of cool silver or warm gold 
tones, each piece is decorated with either a kiss or heart icon 
and set with pristine crystals. The bracelets are made from eye-
catching woven mesh which stretches to fit any wrist size. Worn 
alone or boldly stacked, the Hearts and Kisses set can be mixed 
and matched to create your own personal styleength: 16” plus 2” 
extender. Comes packaged in a Buckley London gift box.

US$ 99
US$ 59

SPECIAL
OFFER

40%

57 | BUCKLEY LONDON 
Soho Bracelet Trio

Each bracelet is finished with a spiral effect and toggle fastening to fit any wrist 
size. In gold, rose-gold and silver tones. Includes 3 gift pouches.

US$ 40
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58 | BUCKLEY LONDON 
Rose Gold Earrings Set of 8

This earring set features 8 fun styles in rose gold tone with shimmering crystals and smooth pearl, allowing you to transform your look 
multiple times.

US$ 30

59 | VIVALDI 
8 Pieces Jewellery Set

A lovely gift; charming gold and rhodium plated jewellery set 
decorated with crystal stones. The 6 pairs of pierced earrings 
and 2 matching pendants are all nickel free and presented 
in a luxury gift box. Length of the pendants is 41cm with an 
extension part.

US$ 49
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60 | BELLE & BEAU 
Crystal Crescent Moon Set

Reflecting the beauty of the night sky, this enchanting 
set of pendant, earrings and bracelet, with crystal 
crescent moon pendants, will add something special to 
your day.The pretty moon shapes are encrusted with 
glittering crystal, creating a contemporary and opulent 
feel, catching the light from every angle. Finished in a 
romantic rose gold, this is a set you will love to wear day 
and night. Presented in a gift box.

US$ 56

61 | BELLE & BEAU
Golden Bird Necklace

Think of adventure and traveling to new 
destinations as you wear this beautiful bird 
necklace. Plated in fashionable gold, this necklace 
will complete your outfit. This charming necklace 
is 40cm long, with a clever 5cm extending chain so 
you can decide your own length!

US$ 28 

DUTY FREE 34
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62 | TEMPTATION
Majestic Necklace

Don’t resist this temptation! this beautiful necklace comes with a rose gold plated anchor chain, which features a mix of black and white 
enameled cat’s eye stones and clear sparkling crystals. chain length: 40cm + 5cm extension.

US$ 49

63 | TRÈS JOLIE  
Slider Bracelet

Elegant and timeless slider bracelets available in gold and silver. Large 6mm round-cut cubic zirconia CZ crystal set in an adjustable slider 
bolo tennis bracelet.

US$ 29
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64 | JOIA DE MAJORA 
Classic Stud Earring Set

Classic accent for any occasion. Three 8mm stud earrings in white (vermeil), grey and black. Limited lifetime warranty.

US$ 45

65 | KYOTO 
Set Of 3 Freshwater Pearl Stretch Bracelets

Set of three striking stacking bracelets, made with 
coloured baroque freshwater pearls. Classic design 
transformed into a contemporary work of art. 
One-size-fits-all. 7-8mm genuine freshwater pearls.

US$ 25



SPARKLING COLLECTION

DUTY FREE 37

67 | THE GEMSELLER
Genuine Lava Bead Bracelet

A strand of volcanic lava beads, accented with silver toned rings and strung on a bohemian stretch bracelet for him.

US$ 25

66 | PICA LÉLA 
“Flora” 18K Rose Gold Plated Bracelet With Cat’s Eye Stone And Clear Crystals

Inspired by Flora, the goddess of flowers in Roman mythology who symbolized for nature and springtime, this exquisite 18K rose-gold plated 
bracelet featuring with cat’s eye crystal stones and clear crystals enchants you with its elegance and cuteness. Special gift for your loved 
ones and must-have graceful jewellery to suit any special occasion! Complemented by a one year international warranty.
Length of bracelet: 18cm.

US$ 39
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69 | BLACK ICETM  

Ladies Burgundy Polarised Sunglasses

Be seen in the Latest contemporary lady’s fashion 
UV400 Polarised Sunglasses, wear them casually 
or to that formal occasion. Meets Australian & 
New Zealand quality standards for sunglasses and 
fashion spectacles (AS/NZS1067:2003). One year 
warranty.

US$ 17

71 | BLACK ICETM  
Polarised Aviator Unisex Sunglasses

Unisex Aviator Style: Comfort fit arms, adjustable 
nosepiece, quality spring hinges. UV400 polarised lenses 
protect eyes from 99-100% of  both UVA and UVB rays. 
Meets ASNZS 1067 .1-2016 standard. One year warranty.

US$ 17

70 | BLACK ICE™ 
Mens Polarised Sunglasses

Comfort fit arms, adjustable nosepiece, quality spring 
hinges. UV400 polarised lenses protect eyes from
99-100% of both UVA and UVB rays. Meets ASNZS 
1067 .1-2016 standard. One year warranty.

US$ 17

68 | THEYE  
Ladies Polarised Sunglasses

Ladies style sunglasses with a light tortoises shell 
frame featuring silver clasp design on the arms. The 
lenses are polarised, brown in colour and provide 
UV400 protection. Supplied with a rubberised case 
and cleaning cloth. Includes a one year international 
guarantee.

US$ 29
 



ACCESSORY WORLD

DUTY FREE 

72 | SECRID 
Miniwallet - Polished Navy 

The Secrid wallet fits every pocket and carries 
up to 10 cards as well as cash, business cards 
and receipts. Its patented mechanism gives 
access to your most-used cards without 
opening your wallet. The aluminum core 
protects your cards from bending, breaking and 
unwanted wireless communication. Every day, 
close to 100 people assemble our products 
responsibly at social enterprises in Holland. 
After all the various components have been 
assembled, every wallet receives its unique 
serial number as proof of authenticity.

US$ 114

73 | AKITA ELECTRONICS
iCapture

Enjoy handsfree HD recording of everything you see with these Bluetooth enabled video recording sunglasses. Lightweight, shatter resistant 
frames with UV protected lenses make them an ideal accessory for action and adventure. Bluetooth functionality together with fully 
adjustable and detachable earphones allows remote call answering and listening to music as you go! Also features a built-in micro-SD card 
slot for expandable memory up to 32GB for hours of HD quality video recording, talk-time and music playback. Comes with an 8GB Micro-SD 
Card and one year international warranty.

US$ 159
US$ 135

SPECIAL
OFFER

15%

39
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74 | OMNIA
T3 Adaptor

This 6-in-1 universal travel adapter can 
be used in more than 150 countries with 
100-240V requirements. Comes with a 
detachable USB charger featuring a USB 
Type-C and two USB Type-A ports with 
5V/3A power for charging as many as 
3 phones, tablets or even your laptop 
simultaneously. A Built-in safety lock 
enables you to switch and stow your 
adaptor easily and the intelligent IC 
automatically communicates with your 
devices to provide optimal power. Also 
features a high-grade 8A/250V fuse 
enhanced safety. Comes with a carry case 
and 3-year international warranty.

US$ 52

75 | OAXIS
Omni Band +

Keep track of your health and fitness with this ergonomically designed activity tracker that counts your steps and calories burnt and
analyses your sleep patterns. Doubles up as a watch, syncs wirelessly with your smartphone and features an easy to read OLED screen
and ultra-long-life battery that provides over 2 months standby mode. Comes with 3 inter-changeable straps, charging cable and 1-year 
international manufacture warranty.

US$ 52
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77 | SUDIO
Tio Wireless Earphone

These earphones are so lightweight, you forget you’re 
wearing them! They offer 6 hours continuous play time,  
connect via Bluetooth 4.2 and give a well balanced and 
high quality listening experience with prominent bass. 
Includes 4 pairs of wing and ear tips in varying sizes and 
a cable clip to keep your earphones right where they 
belong. 1 Year International Warranty.

US$ 55

76 | FAZUP
Anti-Radiation Patch For Mobile Phones

Reduce your exposure to mobile phone radiation by 
up to 99% with this new technology. Quick and easy 
application of this discrete patch to the back to your 
phone instantly reduce the electromagnetic radiation 
transmitted by your phone away from your head and 
body keeping you continuously protected. Can be placed 
under your existing case and used with your favourite 
accessories. Scientifically tested and approved by 
accredited laboratories for proven effectiveness. Each 
packageincludes 2 patches and a positioning system.

US$ 60
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79 | IFLY
Selfie Stick

Take your selfies and groupies to the next level 
of photography with this lightweight, sturdy and 
extendable monopod. Includes remote Bluetooth 
shutter, 1/4 niche universal screw tripod mount , 
adjustable smartphone holder (which doubles up as 
an independent stand for your phone) and wrist strap. 
Compatible with all Smartphones (Android 4.3 and 
above, iOS 7 and above), DSLR and GoPro cameras. 

US$ 42

80 | LOQI
Starry Night Foldable Tote Bag

Dutch artist Vincent van Gogh is one of the world’s most well-known 
artists. He only painted for about 10 years, yet produced more than 
2,000 works – all in his unmistakable, signature style. One of his 
most famous pieces, The Starry Night, is immortalised on this tote 
bag. Admire those sumptuous swirls and beautiful depiction of the 
nighttime sky wherever you go. Water resistant and Certified by 
OEKO-TEX® Standard 100. The bag measures 50 x 42cm and can 
carry up to 20kg.

US$ 15

78 | SPY-FY 
Privacy Kit

Optimize your online security with this privacy kit that includes 3 
universal high grade Aluminum webcam covers, 1 RFID blocking 
card to protect the personal information stored on your passport, 
debit and credit cards from theft within a 5cm range and 1 USB data 
blocker to prevent data theft or Malware from being placed on your 
mobile devices or desktop.

US$ 59
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82 | BÜBI
Collapsible Multi-Use Bottle

Not just a bottle for any beverage, its a multi-use container 
for all activities, which you can roll up for easy storage. Use 
the bottle to boil water over a fire, as hot or cold compress, 
store your valuables to keep them dry. With a clip carabiner 
to backpacks or purses,  BPA-Free, microbial free silicone 
material, easy to clean from the inside or in the dishwasher, 
can be used in the microwave,  puncture-proof - will not 
break when dropped.

US$ 32

81 | ALLROUNDO®

The All-In-One Charging Cable

allroundo®, the all-in-one charging cable, enables charging of all 
common mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets. The 
adapters (Micro- USB, Lightning, 2x USB-C and USB-A) provide 
the right connection and guarantee secure data transfer. Its 
compact size makes allroundo® the perfect travel and everyday 
companion.

US$ 39

83 | ELARI
USB Eco Batteries, 2 Pieces

AA EcoBatteries with USB recharging: eco-friendly and cost 
effective alternative. It withstands up to 500 charge cycles, 
so 1 EcoBattery replaces 500 disposable ones, which would 
harm the planet with their chemicals. Just open the cap for 
charging and insert the ELARI EcoBattery into a USB port – it 
will be fully charged within 3 hours. Incl. built-in LED indicator. 

US$ 25
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CHILDREN’S GIFT

85 | HARRY POTTER 
Chibi Pen, Bookmark & Keyring Set

Bookmark and Keyring Set. Featuring Japanese cartoon characters of the Boy Who Lived.

US$ 22

84 | MY FIRST 
3D Printing Pen

Draw on any surface or even in air with this ergonomically designed wireless 3D printing pen that’s safe, easy and fun to use. Comes with 20 
meters of re-fillable filaments in 10 different vibrant colours and a selection of design templates to get you started.

US$ 65
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87 | KIDRIST 
Blue

88 | KIDRIST 
Pink

A fun and vibrant digital LCD watch featuring an 
ultra-light and adjustable silicone rubber strap 
that is ideal for little wrists. Includes a 1 Year 
Manufacture Warranty.

US$ 15 

86 | BRAINBOX
Bounce - Little Miss And Mr.Men

Enjoy playing these rapid memory recall  and 
’Spot the Difference’ games featuring the 
famous Little Miss and Mr. Men characters. 
Fun for all the family. Ideal as a gift or for keep 
kids entertained on a long journey.

US$ 22

CHILDREN’S GIFT
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90 | MARTELL
Cordon Bleu 1L

Martell Cordon Bleu is the perfect 
emblem of the Martell style, 
remarkable for its elegance and 
aromatic complexity. Cognacs can be 
classified into several different groups, 
but most connoisseurs agree that 
Martell Cordon Bleu is in a class of its 
own.

US$ 276

91 | MARTELL
Noblige 1L

A superbly stylish cognac whose 
name refers to the old French 
saying “Noblesse Oblige”, 
encapsulating the duty of 
commitment incumbent on people 
of  high rank, Martell Noblige is 
intended for those who prize the 
natural elegance of a great cognac.

US$ 107

89 | ROYAL SALUTE
21 Year Old Scotch Whisky 70CL

The ultimate tribute. A prestigious and 
sumptuous blend of the finest and rarest 
whiskies from Scotland, has been aged for 
a minimum  of 21 years in oak casks before 
the Master Blender created this work of 
art. Its newly streamlined shape gives it a 
timeless look, embraces prestige, power and 
grace. Bottles available in a random assort-
ment of sapphire, ruby, and emerald.

US$ 160
DUTY FREE 46 DUTY FREE 
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92 | BALLANTINE’S
21 Year Old Scotch Whisky 70CL

The connoisseur’s blend of whisky, 
Ballantine’s 21 Year Old has supreme 
credentials. A sparkling gold colour,  
floral nose and aromatic palate give 
it a delightful complexity. Discerning 
connoisseurs regard Ballantine’s 21 
Year Old  as the premium Scotch 
whisky. This sophisticated blend is a 
whisky to savour.

US$ 144

93 | BALLANTINE’S
17 Year Old 70CL

Ballantine’s 17 Year Old is a prestigious 
whisky whose recipe, and careful 
combination of malt and grain whiskies 
from every region of Scotland, has remained 
unchanged for over 75 years. Its clear golden 
amber colour, refined sweet oak nose and 
luscious body make it one of the world’s 
most highly acclaimed classic whiskies. 

US$ 80

94 | CHIVAS REGAL
18 Year Old Scotch Whisky 75CL

A super-premium edition of the Chivas 
Regal House style. Chivas Regal 18 
marries 85 flavor notes to create 
a unique whisky with exceptional 
complexity, depth and flavor. A special 
and rare blend created by Master 
Blender Colin Scott.

US$ 85
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IMPORTANT NOTICE

YOUR DUTY FREE ALLOWANCES
THE  DUTY FREE ALLOWANCES ARE PROVIDED AS A GUIDELINE AND ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE

REFUND OR REPLACEMENT SERVICE AND POLICIES

 All products carry a 100% guarantee of authenticity.
 Some items may not be available due to space limitations. Should a product of your choice not be available, please accept our              
  apologies.

Transit passengers will have restrictions on the carriage of liquids; aerosols and or gels (LAG’s) due to airport security reasons. 
Regulations differ from airport to airport. As such, it is advised to check with our cabin crew for further information.

Please note that refunds/replacements can only be made if it applies to the conditions below:

- Defective items must be returned for replacement only if prior notifi cation has been given within 48 hours of          
 purchase.
- Defective items must be returned in its original condition, unworn or unused and in its original packaging with the  
 sales receipt or all related traveling documents (e.g. boarding pass, copy of e-ticket receipt) to Bhutan Airlines. 
 Upon safe receipt of returned goods, we can issue a refund or a replacement.

- Replacement of goods will be mailed directly to customer’s address and will include any incurred postage cost.
- Bhutan Airlines will not accept items which have been damaged due to abuse, misuse, accidents, alterations or  
   appear to have been used. Dutiable items may not be replaced due to local customs regulations. These 
may include   tobacco products, fragrances and cosmetics.

- Bhutan Airlines will refund money only if there is no stock of the items to be replaced.

- No refund will be made for liquids, aerosols or gels (LAG’s) that are confi scated by the airport security at LAG’s         
 affected airports.

Please direct your inquiries to the address below. 

Ugyen Namgyel
Dy. General Manager Duty Free Services

(Tashi Air Pvt. Ltd)
Paro International Airport
Paro, Bhutan
Mobile No: +975-77111425
E: ugyen.namgyel@bhutanairlines.bt

BHUTAN Spirits (1 litre of spirits)
 Perfumes (60ml of Perfumes)

BANGKOK Spirits (1 litre of spirits)
 Perfumes (Reasonable Quantity)

INDIA Spirits (2 litre of spirits)
 Perfumes (60ml)

NEPAL Spirits (1 litre of spirits; 250G cigarettes)
 Perfumes (Reasonable Quantity)




